Objective: To describe the systematic analysis of constitutional de novo apparently balanced translocations in patients presenting with abnormal phenotypes, characterise the structural chromosome rearrangements, map the translocation breakpoints, and report detectable genomic imbalances. Methods: DNA microarrays were used with a resolution of 1 Mb for the detailed genome-wide analysis of the patients. Array CGH was used to screen for genomic imbalance and array painting to map chromosome breakpoints rapidly. These two methods facilitate rapid analysis of translocation breakpoints and screening for cryptic chromosome imbalance. Breakpoints of rearrangements were further refined (to the level of spanning clones) using fluorescence in situ hybridisation where appropriate.
S
tructural abnormalities involving human chromosomes are estimated to occur in around 0.5% of newborn infants, using a moderate level of resolution in conventional cytogenetic analysis. 1 In the vast majority of cases, apparently balanced structural chromosome abnormalities are not associated with abnormal phenotypes and may be transmitted through several generations without detection; however, carriers of apparently balanced translocations are at higher risk of reproductive failure. 2 By contrast, the cytogenetic identification of an unbalanced constitutional de novo chromosome abnormality in patients is usually accepted as the underlying cause of their abnormal phenotype. Such imbalances are almost always resolvable by chromosome banding studies and involve cytogenetically visible deletions or duplications of several megabase pairs (Mb) of DNA, leading to potential imbalance of many genes which may contribute to the phenotype.
Antenatally ascertained balanced de novo structural rearrangements are associated with abnormal phenotypes in around 6% of cases. 3 Abnormal phenotypes in patients with apparently balanced de novo translocations are thought to reflect the disruption of a gene or genes at the breakpoints, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or small duplications or deletions beyond the resolution of the light microscope. [17] [18] [19] Alternatively, the relation between an abnormal phenotype and karyotype might be coincidental rather than causal.
To date, only small numbers of apparently balanced de novo translocations have been analysed beyond the level of the light microscope to the resolution of the breakpoint regions, and these preliminary studies have shown not only that breakpoints interrupt genes but also that cryptic deletions and duplications may be present. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] With the sequencing of the human genome we now have available a resource of overlapping, mapped, and sequenced large insert clones which are ideal for high resolution molecular cytogenetic analyses. The use of these clones for fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) and for the production of DNA microarrays is providing new more efficient tools for high resolution analysis of chromosome rearrangements. Recently, we have shown how comparative genomic hybridisation using DNA arrays (array CGH) and array painting can be used for rapid high resolution analysis of chromosome abnormalities. 22 With both these methods, the resolution at which the rearrangements can be determined is limited only by the clone size and density on the array. The combined use of both array CGH and array painting allows rapid scanning of the genome for cryptic imbalances and mapping of translocation breakpoints, and can be followed by FISH to identify breakpoint spanning clones, typically of 150 kb in size.
We set out to use these techniques for rapid mapping of a large number of de novo translocations in patients with an associated abnormal phenotype. However, we soon found that in a large proportion of patients' karyotypes that appeared balanced by chromosome banding were more complex using these high resolution molecular cytogenetic methods, and that analysis of these complex rearrangements required considerable additional investigation.
Here we describe the high resolution molecular cytogenetic analysis of 10 patients, all with an abnormal phenotype and carrying apparently balanced de novo translocations. All patients were analysed using array CGH and array painting followed by FISH analysis to identify breakpoint spanning clones where appropriate.
METHODS

Patients
Patients recruited into this study originally presented to the Wessex Regional Genetics Laboratory (WRGL) which provides a cytogenetic, molecular cytogenetic, and molecular genetic diagnostic service to a population of three million people in south central England. We selected patients with an abnormal phenotype, an apparently balanced de novo translocation, and blood available from which to establish a lymphoblastoid cell line.
Conventional cytogenetic analysis
The 10 patient samples were analysed using phytohaemagglutinin (PHA) stimulated peripheral blood metaphases following standard procedures. All chromosome preparations were G banded using the method described by Seabright 23 and analysed to a minimum resolution of 550 to 600 bands. Parental origins of the translocations were determined by the cytogenetic analysis of both parents at a minimum of 650 band resolution and these samples were not available for reexamination as part of the study. Paternity testing was not done. It should be noted that the cytogenetic band assignments and the FISH probe positions are not directly comparable, as the former represent subjective opinions and the latter are determined by evolving assemblies of the tiling paths from which the clones were derived. The cytogenetic breakpoints are those recorded at the original diagnosis, and the BAC physical locations are as recorded on NCBI Build 33 of the human genome.
Cell lines
Lymphoblastoid cell lines for the patients were established by the European Cell and Culture Collection (ECACC), Porton Down, and/or at the Cell Bank at the WRGL. Cell line reference numbers (DD = ECACC; LN = WRGL) are as follows: case A1, DD0127; case A2, DD0391; case A3, DD1260; case B1, DD3572; case B2, DD3235; case B3, LN1/ 3D62/63; case C1, DD0719; case C2, LN1/1D1/2/9; case C3, DD3606; case C4, DD3615. All cell lines were re-karyotyped with a focused analysis to confirm the presence of the translocations and their breakpoints before being submitted for molecular analysis.
Molecular origin of imbalances in cases A1, A3, B1, B2, and B3 The origins and transmission of the additional imbalances were determined by amplifying DNA extracted from each proband and their parents at various microsatellite loci. The location of the individual large insert clones on the array, which defined the extent of each imbalance, were determined using CytoView from the Ensembl Human Genome Browser (http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/cytoview). Table 1 shows the microsatellites that were selected from the corresponding regions using ContigView.
All primer sequences and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions are available from the Genome database (www.gdb.org). One primer from each pair was fluorescently labelled and the products analysed on an ABI automated DNA sequencer. For case B2 (chromosome 6), fluorescent dosage PCR was used to distinguish between homozygosity and hemizygosity when only single alleles were observed.
DNA microarray analysis
The DNA microarrays used were constructed from a set of approximately 3500 large insert clones, as described previously. 24 Array CGH, chromosome sorting, and array painting were carried out as described. 22 The genomic localisation of clones spotted on the array was determined using NCBI Build 33 of the human genome. Identification of candidate genes was done using Ensembl, based on NCBI Build 34 of the human genome.
Metaphase fluorescence in situ hybridisation
Clone DNA, either prepared by conventional alkaline lysis from glycerol stocks or by DOP amplification (as used in array production), was labelled with biotin-16-dUTP (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) or digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Roche) by nick translation. Hybridisations were conducted following conventional methods using chromosomes prepared from cell lines derived from patient samples. Biotin labelled probes were detected using Avidin TexasRed (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon, USA), while digoxigenin labelled probes were detected with a combination of mouse anti-digoxigenin (Vector Laboratories, Peterborough, Northants, UK) and goat anti-mouse FITC antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, Dorset, UK).
RESULTS
Analysis of the patients using the molecular cytogenetic methods described in this study allowed us to place them into three groups: group A, complex rearrangements with loss, gain or inversion at or near the translocation breakpoint; group B, chromosomal imbalance apparently unrelated to the translocation; and group C, apparently uncomplicated balanced translocation with no detected chromosomal imbalance. To aid comparison, the results are presented by group, although individual cases were analysed in random order without knowledge of the phenotype. Cases A1 and A2, which showed complex rearrangement, are described in full to illustrate the methods employed, whereas results are summarised for the others. A summary of all results is shown in table 2. The revised karyotypes are given at the end of each section, and the BACs described are all from the RP11 library unless otherwise stated.
Case A1: 46,XX,t(6;10)(q13;q21.2) de novo This patient was initially referred at the age of six months because of developmental delay and hypotonia. At the age of three years she had learning difficulties and a dysmorphic appearance.
Array CGH identified a small 10q deletion close to the cytogenetically reported 10q21.2 breakpoint involving a region of approximately 5.5 Mb with the proximal breakpoint between RP11-176H12 and RP11-161L14 in 10q21.3 and the distal breakpoint between RP11-816P15 and RP11-367H5 in 10q22.1 ( fig 1) . The flow karyotype for this patient is shown in fig 2. The derivative chromosome 10 could be identified between chromosome 8 and the 9-12 cluster, while the derivative chromosome 6 was positioned just below and merging with the X chromosome. As well as signal from the contaminating chromosome X, array painting with the two sorted derivatives showed a clear breakpoint (abrupt transition between high and low ratios) in chromosome 6q14.4 between RP11-173D14 and RP1-159G19 (fig 3) . A clear breakpoint for chromosome 10 in 10q21.2 was also identified between RP11-166B18 and RP11-809M12. As expected from the array CGH results, no signal was observed for the more distal clones reporting the deletion on chromosome 10 (RP11-161L14 to RP11-816P15). However, surprisingly, signal was not seen by array painting for clones RP11-13A2 (10q21.2) and RP11-176H12 (10q21.3), both of which reported normal copy numbers in array CGH. From this we concluded that the sequences represented by these two clones spanning approximately 1.9 Mb are not present on either the derivative 6 or 10. These two clones were hybridised by FISH onto metaphase spreads of the patient and were found to map to one homologue of chromosome 4 identifying a derivative 4 chromosome containing a chromosome 10 insertion at 4q13. Further FISH analysis with tiling path clones identified RP11-531F24 as showing a split signal on both the derivative 4 and 6. Thus this clone spans the proximal, secondary breakpoint associated with the insertion of chromosome 10 material into derivative chromosome 4.
The more distal chromosome 10 clone, RP11-165K20, showed a reduced signal on the derivative chromosome 4 which we interpreted as the clone spanning the distal insertion breakpoint into the deleted region. This suggests that the distal insertion breakpoint and the proximal deletion breakpoint are shared.
Other breakpoint spanning clones were found by FISH to be as follows: RP11-343J3 partially deleted, thus spanning the distal deletion breakpoint; RP11-97A17 spanning the chromosome 10 translocation breakpoint; and RP1-232L24 spanning the chromosome 6 translocation breakpoint. Both parents were heterozygous at three microsatellites within the deleted region, confirming that the rearrangement is de novo. Two loci (D10S1665 and D10S1647) showed the deletion was paternal in origin.
In conclusion, the molecular cytogenetic analyses suggest that two rearrangement events have occurred in this case. One rearrangement involved a simple translocation between chromosomes 6 and 10 and a second deletion/insertion event involving chromosome 10 material and chromosome 4. The order in which these rearrangements took place cannot of course be determined. The rearrangements are summarised in fig 4A. In summary, a de novo deletion of approximately 5.5 Mb distal to the 10q21.2 translocation breakpoint was found on further analysis to share one breakpoint with a small insertion of approximately 1.9 Mb of chromosome 10 into chromosome 4q13. The 6q13 and 10q21.2 breakpoints appear balanced. As the proximal insertion breakpoint from chromosome 10 was found to be just distal to the translocation breakpoint, it would appear that the insertion/deletion event and the translocation event were independent. The revised karyotype is: 46,XX,t(6;10)(q13;q21.2) de novo.ish del(10)(q21.3q22.1)(161L14-,816P15-),t(6;10)(RP1-232L24sp ; 97A17sp), dirins (4 ;10) (q13;q?21.3q?21.3) (13A2 +, 176H12+;13A2-,176H12-).
Case A2: 46,XY,inv(6)(p21.3;q22.2) de novo,t(6;17)(p21;q23) de novo This patient was referred at birth with cleft palate, micrognathia, low set ears, single palmar crease, and overriding fifth toe. At the age of 12 years, he had learning difficulties and attended a special school. He had epilepsy, multiple epiphysial dysplasia (which required him to use a wheelchair for significant distances), and conductive hearing loss.
No genomic imbalances were found using array CGH. A partial flow karyotype is shown in fig 5. The derivative 17 was clearly separated from the surrounding normal chromosomes 15 and 16, while the derivative 6 could not be separated from the normal chromosome 7. The peak containing the derivative 17 and the peak containing the derivative 6 and normal chromosomes 7 were flow sorted for array painting analysis. Array painting unexpectedly indicated the presence of chromosome 11 material in the derivative 17. To determine whether chromosome 11 was involved in a rearrangement with chromosome 17, we flow sorted the mixed peak of chromosomes 9, 10, 11, and 12, presumably containing a derivative chromosome 11. Array painting analysis was then carried out with derivative chromosome 6 against the mixed peak and the derivative 17 versus the mixed peak.
In the array painting of the derivative 6 versus the mixed peak, a clear transition from high ratios to low ratios was found at chromosome 6p22.3 between RP1-13D10 (derivative 11) and RP11-33I5 (derivative 6). However, the six clones (between RP11-68J15 and RP11-204E9 spanning approximately 3.9 Mb) which map between these flanking clones showed only background fluorescence, suggesting that this region is not present on either the derivative 6 or the derivative 11. The derivative chromosome 6 also contained the region of chromosome 17 from RP11-171G2 (17q24.3) to qter (approximately 9.6 Mb). In the array painting of the derivative 17 versus the mixed peak, we found that the derivative 11 contained the region of chromosome 6 from pter to RP1-13D10 (p22.3) while two regions of chromosome 6 were present on the derivative 17-that is, between RP11-68J15 and RP11-204E9 (the approximately 3.9 Mb of 6p22.3 not found on the derivative 6 or the derivative 11 by array painting) and between RP11-593A16 and RP11-295F4 (approximately 2.8 Mb of 6q22.33). The derivative 17 also contained the region of chromosome 11 from RP11-136I14 to 11qter and chromosome 17 material from pter to RP11-116M16. 
Complex balanced translocations
From this analysis we can infer that it is the inverted chromosome 6 that is the translocation partner with chromosomes 11 and 17. These rearrangements are summarised in fig 4B. We further mapped the inversion breakpoints on chromosome 6 by FISH and found that the distal clone RP11-519H8 and the two proximal overlapping clones (RP11-12F17 and RP1-78N10) spanned the breakpoints. Finally, we identified the translocation breakpoint spanning clones by FISH as RP1-69D17 (first chromosome 6 breakpoint), RP1-259A10 (second chromosome 6 breakpoint), RP11-84E24 (chromosome 17), and RP11-172C16 (chromosome 11).
In summary, a complex rearrangement was found involving an inverted chromosome 6, chromosome 11, and chromosome 17 ( fig 4B) . All six chromosome breakpoints appear to be balanced at cytogenetic and molecular resolutions.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XY,inv(6)(p21.3;q22.2)t(6;17) (p21;q23) de novo.ish inv(6)(204E9st,519H8sp,295F4mv, 33F5mv,12F17sp,RP1-48N10sp,357H15st)t(6;17;11)(RP1-69D17sp, RP1-259A10sp;84E24sp;172C16sp).
Case A3: 46,XX,t(11;12)(q21;p13.33) de novo This case has been described previously. 22 Briefly, the patient was first referred at age seven years with short stature and triangular facies. She developed seizures at the age of 18, and two years later was described as having mild cognitive difficulty and temporal lobe epilepsy.
Array painting, array CGH, and identification of breakpoint spanning clones for this patient have been described previously. 22 In brief, array CGH identified an approximately 6.2 Mb deletion of chromosome 11 at q14.3-q22.1. Both parents were heterozygous at four microsatellites within the deleted region, confirming that the rearrangement is de novo. One microsatellite (D11S1332) showed that the deletion was paternal in origin; the other loci were not informative. Array painting for chromosome 11 showed a complex pattern, with a transition from low to high ratios between clones RP11-90K17 (87.1 Mb) and RP11-320L11 (87.5 Mb) immediately followed by a transition from a high to a low ratio between clones RP11-137O10 (88.9 Mb) and RP11-156E23 (89.1 Mb). The next set of clones encompassing RP11-325I16 (92.9 Mb) to RP11-379J13 (99.1 Mb) showed only background fluorescence, confirming the deletion. High ratios were then observed from the next clone RP11-49M9 (101.5 Mb) to the qter. We interpreted these results to indicate the presence of an inversion/deletion event on chromosome 11 close to but not involving the chromosome 11 breakpoint. Further FISH analysis with tiling path clones showed that RP11-876F8 (11) (90K17st,320L11mv,137O10mv,  156E23mv,325I16-,99C10-,49M9st) ,t(11;12)(876F8sp; 359B12sp).
Case B1: 46,XY,t(2;7)(q37.3;p15.1) de novo This patient was referred at the age of eight months with mild generalised developmental delay, a slightly beaked nose, and adducted thumbs. At the age of two years and eight months his development was clearly delayed: he was able to sit but unable to walk unaided and he had no intelligible words. He had a dysmorphic appearance with brachycephaly, blepharophimosis, medially flared eyebrows, a broad nasal tip, short philtrum, thin upper lip, and prominent lower jaw.
Array CGH revealed a small duplication towards the pter of chromosome 3 involving three clones on the array (RP11-299N3, RP11-95E11, and RP11-10H6) spanning between 1.1 and 2.9 Mb of 3p26.2-26.3. The duplication of the sequences represented by these three clones was confirmed by FISH. Molecular analyses revealed three different alleles in the proband at the locus D3S3630 and the ratio of alleles at the other loci was consistent with a duplication. Three different alleles were also observed in the father, at the loci D3S3630 and D3S3525, indicating that the duplication was familial. The mother appeared normal at all loci tested. The translocation was found to be balanced, with RP11-680O16 spanning the chromosome 2 breakpoint and CTA-471E18 spanning the chromosome 7 breakpoint. In summary, this was an apparently balanced translocation at the 2q37.3 and 7p15.1 breakpoints but with an additional unsuspected 3p26.2-26.3 duplication 1.1-2.9 Mb in size which had been inherited from the proband's phenotypically normal father.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XY,t(2;7)(q37.3;p15.1) de novo.ish t(2;7)(680O16sp;CTA-471E18sp), dup(3)(p36.3p36.3) (299N3++,95E11++,10H6++).
Case B2: 46,XX,t(2;5)(q31.1;q23.2) de novo This patient was referred at the age of 26 months because of developmental and severe speech delay, unusual pinnae, dry skin, and absent tears. At eight years she was found to fulfil ICD10 criteria for autism, with impaired social interaction and communication and some evidence of repetitive stereotyped patterns of behaviour.
Array CGH revealed a deletion on chromosome 6 involving clones RP3-454N4, RP3-448K1, and RP11-35D6 spanning between 2.2 and 3.4 Mb of 6q21. Molecular analyses of the 6q21 deletion showed that the proband was hemizygous at both loci tested. Each parent was heterozygous at one locus and homozygous at the other. D6S268 was not informative for parental origin but at D6S447 the proband could only have inherited his single allele from his mother. Therefore the deletion is de novo and originated on the paternally inherited chromosome.
RP11-681B22 was found to span the chromosome 2 breakpoint. The results for the chromosome 5 breakpoint were more difficult to interpret. While a very small RP11-436H11 signal could be seen on the derivative 2, suggesting that this clone spans the breakpoint, RP11-48C14, which maps distal to RP11-436H11, was shown to be retained on the derivative chromosome 5 by both FISH analysis and array painting. Further FISH studies using normal chromosomes confirmed that the map had not been misassembled. As the region involved is so small (, 200 kb) we were unable to resolve this discrepancy using FISH but this might suggest the possibility of a small inversion at the chromosome 5 breakpoint.
In summary, this was an apparently balanced translocation at cytogenetic and molecular resolutions (with a possible small inversion at the chromosome 5 breakpoint) but with additional, unsuspected de novo cryptic 2.2-3.4 Mb deletion in chromosome 6q21 of paternal origin.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XX,t(2;5)(q31.1;q23.2) de novo.ish t(2;5)(681B22sp;436H11sp), del(6)(q21q21)(RP3-454N4-,35D6-).
Case B3: 46,XX,t(4;9)(q25;q22.3) de novo This patient was originally referred aged 11 months because of generalised hypotonia. At the age of 18 she was dysmorphic with a high arched palate, downslanting palpebral fissures, and ptosis. Her head circumference was 57 cm and her vision and hearing were normal, but she had no speech and communicated by noises and singing. At the age of 22 she was reported to have severe learning difficulties and epilepsy.
Array CGH revealed a deletion on chromosome 18 involving clones RP11-25C13, RP11-11F23, RP11-164M8, RP11-486C18, and RP11-463D17 and spanning approximately 6.0 Mb of 18q12.3. DNA was only available from the proband and her mother. At all seven loci tested within the 18q12.3 deletion interval, the proband's DNA contained one of the alleles for which the mother was heterozygous, so that the proband was hemizygous with no paternal alleles. We were, however, unable to obtain paternal DNA so cannot distinguish between a de novo or paternally transmitted 18q deletion. Further FISH analysis indicated that the proximal deletion breakpoint mapped between RP11-482F20 and RP11-1I2 (when selected and hybridised, the intermediate tiling clone RP11-244M2 mismapped to chromosome 18p and was not used in this study) and the distal deletion breakpoint within RP11-366J11. The translocation was found to be balanced with RP11-242D9 spanning the chromosome 4 breakpoint and RP11-64C9 spanning the chromosome 9 breakpoint. In summary, this was an apparently balanced translocation at cytogenetic and molecular resolutions but with additional and unsuspected ,6.0 Mb deletion in chromosome 18q12.3.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XX,t(4;9)(q25;q22.3) de novo.ish t(4;9)(242D9sp;64C9sp),del(18)(q12.3q12.3)(25C13-,463D17-).
Case C1: 46,XY,t(17;22)(q21.1;q12.2) de novo This case has been described previously. 22 The patient was seen by a paediatrician at the age of 2.5 years because of delayed speech development following an uneventful early history. He made developmental progress with speech delay as his only problem until the age of four years when he became withdrawn and unresponsive. At four years and eight months he showed severe autistic behaviour which has persisted to the age of 13.
Array painting, array CGH, and identification of breakpoint spanning clones for this patient have been described previously. 22 Briefly, a simple balanced translocation was found mapping to within the spanning clones RP11-46E17 (chromosome 22q12.1) and RP11-749I16 (chromosome 17q21.1).
In summary, this was an apparently balanced translocation at cytogenetic and molecular resolutions. 25 Briefly, she initially sought genetic advice at the age of 29 years because of a combination of bilateral syndactyly of the hands and feet, bilateral Rieger anomaly of the anterior chamber of the eyes with secondary glaucoma, a congenital skin defect of the neck, folds of redundant skin over the trunk, hirsutism, and polycystic ovaries.
Array CGH, array painting, and metaphase FISH showed a balanced reciprocal translocation with RP11-263G22 spanning the chromosome 2q37.1 breakpoint and RP11-69O3 spanning the chromosome 7q36.3 breakpoint.
In summary, this was an apparently balanced translocation at cytogenetic and molecular resolutions.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XX,t(2;7)(q37.2;q36.3) de novo.ish t(2;7)(263G22sp;69O3sp).
Case C3: 46,XX,t(3;11)(q21;q12) de novo This patient is one of phenotypically discordant, monochorionic, monoamniotic twins born at 29 weeks' gestation. She had a congenital duodenal obstruction requiring surgery, complex congenital heart disease, and facial dysmorphism. Her twin sister who carries the same apparently balanced t(3;11) is clinically normal.
Array CGH, array painting, and metaphase FISH showed a balanced reciprocal translocation with RP11-529F4 (mapping to 3q21.3) spanning the chromosome 3 breakpoint and RP11-855O10 (mapping to 11q12.2) spanning the chromosome 11 breakpoint.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XX,t(3;11)(q21;q12) de novo. ish t(3;11)(529F4sp;855O10sp).
Case C4: 46,XY,t(7;13)(q31.3;q21.3) de novo, inv(11)(p15.3;p15.5)pat This patient was referred at the age of six years because of developmental delay and autistic features. By the age of seven years, he had epilepsy, learning difficulties, disordered speech and language, and an autism spectrum disorder.
Array CGH, array painting, and metaphase FISH showed a balanced reciprocal translocation with RP11-384A20 spanning the chromosome 7 breakpoint at 7q31.32, and RP11-360I23 spanning the chromosome 13 breakpoint at 13q21.33. In addition, the patient had a familial inv(11) identified at the original diagnosis.
The revised karyotype is: 46,XY,inv(11)pat,t(7;13) (q31.3;q21.3), de novo.ish t(7;13)(384A20sp;360I23sp).
DISCUSSION
We have used high resolution molecular cytogenetic methods to analyse in detail 10 phenotypically abnormal individuals, nine of whom had an apparently balanced, reciprocal de novo chromosome translocation at the level of the light microscope. The remaining case had a de novo balanced translocation involving two chromosomes and a de novo inversion which by conventional methods involved one of the breakpoints of the translocation. Our results led us to classify these 10 patients into three groups.
Group A: Additional breakpoint complexity revealed by molecular cytogenetics Three of the 10 patients showed additional complexity at or near the breakpoints.
Case A1 had a complex rearrangement involving three chromosomes with six breakpoints and a deletion of ,5 Mb very close to one of the breakpoints. Case A2 had a complex rearrangement involving three chromosomes and six different breakpoints, although no imbalances were detected. Case A3 had an inversion and a deletion of ,6 Mb close to one of the translocation breakpoints. Subsequent molecular studies showed that the deletions in cases A1 and A3 were both de novo and paternal in origin.
The high resolution molecular cytogenetic analysis allows us to suggest the most likely events which have led to the complex karyotype in these three cases by identifying the smallest number of rearrangements consistent with the chromosome constitution.
In case A1, we found a complex rearrangement involving a balanced translocation between chromosomes 6 and 10 but with an additional insertion/deletion event involving a small piece of chromosome 10 inserted into chromosome 4. The segment of chromosome 10 involved in the insertion/ deletion was located just distal to but not involving the chromosome 10 translocation breakpoint. A possible chain of events leading to this karyotype is shown in fig 4A. The chromosome 6 breakpoint, in contrast, appeared balanced.
In case A2 we found chromosome 6 material in a previously undetected derivative chromosome 11 and chromosome 11 material in the derivative 17, suggesting that at least two translocation events had taken place. This rearrangement could have occurred as follows: after inversion of a chromosome 6, there was a translocation between the inverted 6 and chromosome 17 which was then followed by translocation of this derivative 17 with chromosome 11. This is summarised in fig 4B. Of course we cannot rule out alternative routes of rearrangement, each proceeding in a different order.
A model for the possible events leading to the karyotype of case A3 has been described previously. 22 It seems reasonable to suppose that the deletion of ,5 Mb of chromosome 10q21.2 in case A1 and the deletion of ,6 Mb of chromosome 11q14.3-22.1 in case A3 make a major contribution to the phenotypic abnormalities of these patients, as neither deletion was present in the phenotypically normal parents. Various cases are reported in the Schinzel catalogue 26 with interstitial deletions of differing sizes which include 10q21.2. Of these, the one reported by Davis et al, 27 with a del(10q21-q22), was ascertained with congenital heart defect, mental retardation, and hypotonia and therefore most closely resembles the phenotype described in case A1 of the present study. By comparison, 19 cases are described in Schinzel with interstitial 11q deletions and breakpoints that include part or all of the 11q segment deleted in case A3 of the present study. Cases quoted by Schinzel with smaller visible 11q deletions appear to have milder phenotypes with mild to moderate developmental delay and mental retardation, with or without congenital abnormalities. These features do not suggest a pattern. In case A2 there were no obvious deletions or duplications, but the complex rearrangement involved no fewer than six breakpoints and it seems plausible that one or more of these is either associated with a very small duplication/deletion or interrupts a gene which contributes to the phenotype.
There is also the risk that at least some of the rearrangements described above may have resulted from the unbalanced segregation of a cryptic balanced parental rearrangement. Further targeted studies of the parental karyotypes will therefore be carried out as part of follow up clinical genetic/molecular cytogenetic investigations of these families.
Group B: Balanced translocation breakpoints and additional genomic imbalances
The most surprising finding in this study was that in three patients the translocation appeared balanced but the 1 Mb microarray uncovered unsuspected cryptic abnormalities involving chromosomes that were not involved in the rearrangements. Case B1 had a ,2 Mb duplication at distal 3pter which subsequent molecular studies confirmed was inherited from a phenotypically normal father. Case B2 had a de novo ,3 Mb deletion of paternal origin at 6q21, and case B3 had a ,6 Mb deletion on chromosome 18q12.3 which was confirmed molecularly and by FISH, but in which we were unable to determine whether the deletion was carried by the father or was a de novo event. The deletion in 6q21 in case B2 contains a large number of both predicted and known genes and haploinsufficiency of one or any number of these genes may be contributing to the patient's phenotype. By contrast, the deletion segment defined in 18q12.3 in case B3 contains only seven known genes (plus one of unknown function, Q9H8C8): RIT2 (RAS-like without CAAX 2; RIC-like, expressed in neurones (Drosophila)); PIK3C3 (phosphoinositide-3-kinase); SYT4 (synaptotagmin IV); SETBP1 (set binding protein 1); SLC14A2 (solute carrier family 14, member 2); SLC14A1 (solute carrier family, member 1); and PSTPIP2 (proline-serine-threonine phosphatase-interacting protein). Nine patients with cytogenetically visible 18q12.3 deletions have been described (summarised in Schinzel 26 ) , and some of the features seen in case B3 of the current study-particularly muscular hypotonia, ptosis, severe mental retardation, and a history of seizures-have been reported in other del(18q12.3) patients. Finally, we have not studied the translocation breakpoints in detail and so cannot rule out either the possibility of smaller deletions within the breakpoint spanning clones or the fact that the breakpoints have disrupted significant genes which may also have contributed to the phenotypes observed.
Group C: Balanced translocation breakpoints without additional abnormalities
The remaining four patients showed simple balanced translocations on higher resolution molecular cytogenetics. The further analysis of these four patients allowed us to identify candidate genes which might be responsible for the phenotype.
In case C1 the translocation breakpoint spanning clone on chromosome 22 lies in a region devoid of genes but the chromosome 17 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses four genes. However, we have subsequently sequenced across both chromosome breakpoints and have found that no genes are disrupted by either breakpoint (data not shown). It remains to be determined whether the translocation might involve disruption of promoter or enhancer elements as yet unknown in this region, or be coincidental to the patient's phenotype. 28 In case C2 the chromosome 2 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses a single gene, SPP2 (secreted phosphoprotein 2). SPP2 shares sequence homology with thiol protease inhibitors of the cystatin family and is expressed in bone. 29 Thiol proteases are involved in bone turnover and it is possible that SPP2 may have an inhibitory function. The chromosome 7 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses two predicted genes and also SHH (sonic hedgehog protein precursor). SHH is a secreted signalling protein which has an important role in vertebrate development. 30 Mutations and haploinsufficiency in SHH cause varying degrees of holoprosencephaly, which was not detected in the patient.
In case C3, the chromosome 3 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses seven genes, none of which have functions that strongly suggest association with the phenotype. The chromosome 11 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses RPLP0P2 (ribosomal protein, large, P0 pseudogene 2), disruption of which is also unlikely to be associated with the phenotype. The apparent absence of effect of the translocation seems consistent with the clinical normality of the monozygotic twin sister of this patient. We can only postulate that this patient carries a phenotype associated mutation elsewhere in the genome which could not be identified at the resolution of the methods used.
In case C4 the chromosome 7 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses one gene, PTPRZ1 (protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor-type, Z polypeptide 1), which may be involved in the development of the central nervous system and so is a good candidate gene for the patient's phenotype. The chromosome 13 breakpoint spanning clone encompasses a single gene, DACH (homologue of the dachshund gene in Drosophila). Homologues of DACH are expressed in the leg and eye primordia (Drosophila) and predominantly in the periphery of limb, neural retina, and the telencephalon including the olfactory bulbs (mouse). DACH is also a possible candidate gene for the patient's phenotype.
General conclusions
Overall, we found that one third of our patients had genomic imbalances which do not appear to be directly related to their de novo translocations. Recent 1 Mb resolution microarray CGH studies, using methods comparable with those used in the present study and applied to groups of chromosomally normal patients with either mental retardation or dysmorphic features or both, 31 32 detected 16 of 70 patients (23%) with either cryptic duplications or deletions. Molecular follow up showed that seven of these 16 cases were familial (five of six duplications and two of 10 deletions), while the remaining nine cases were de novo (one duplication and eight deletions). The patients in the present study with ''nontranslocation'' imbalances are comparable with those found in the studies quoted above and presumably reflect the rate at which these types of chromosome abnormalities will be found in groups of patients with mental retardation and dysmorphic phenotypes. Significant imbalances were also found at or near the translocation breakpoints in two of the 10 cases and these imbalances may have contributed to the clinical abnormalities observed. A further case had a complex rearrangement involving six breakpoints but with no imbalances detected. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the imbalances or complexity reflect the ascertainment bias in the patients recruited into this study. Comparable studies on the breakpoints of a group of patients with de novo translocations and normal phenotypes are therefore needed to determine whether such translocation breakpoints are simpler and not associated with detectable imbalances, in contrast to a proportion of those tested in this study.
There have been previous reports of balanced translocations that interrupt genes and are causal to the patient's phenotype, [33] [34] [35] and balanced translocations where the breakpoints are in gene-free areas and thus are likely to be coincidental to the patient's phenotype, or possibly to exert a long range position effect. 28 There have also been previous reports of additional complexity of balanced translocation breakpoints. For example Wirth et al, 17 using FISH with YACs, found cryptic deletions ranging in size from 3 to 5 Mb at the breakpoints in two of six de novo translocations studied in patients with dysmorphism, congenital abnormalities, and mental retardation. One of the translocations had deletions at both breakpoints. Similarly, Kumar et al 36 -in a study of three de novo structural abnormalities (two translocations and an inversion) in three phenotypically abnormal patients, using FISH and microsatellite markers-found cryptic deletions at the breakpoints in two of the abnormalities studied. In a recent study by Astbury et al, 37 deletions were also detected at the breakpoints in de novo chromosome rearrangements in a selected group of patients with phenotypic anomalies. However, these previously reported examinations of the breakpoints of balanced translocations have used FISH analysis or sequencing directly focused on the breakpoints. In none of these studies was the whole genome or indeed the derivative chromosomes themselves screened in a systematic way at high resolution for genomic imbalance, and so the frequency at which additional complexity in apparently balanced translocations occurs could not be assessed accurately. Using a genome-wide approach in our study with a 1 Mb microarray, we found that 60% of our patients with apparently balanced translocations also had additional rearrangements and karyotype complexity. It is clear, therefore, that a genome-wide scan-either using a high resolution analysis such as array CGH with 1 Mb or higher resolution tiling path clone sets 38 followed by FISH and parental origin studies-is essential in order to fully elucidate the range and complexity of genomic rearrangements in patients with apparently balanced structural rearrangements and clinically abnormal phenotypes.
Conventional FISH analysis of patients with simple balanced translocations allows the identification of breakpoint spanning clones and the selection of candidate genes; indeed detailed and lengthy FISH mapping can be used to analyse complex rearrangements. However, our results show that in over half the cases we studied, more complex rearrangements, often involving many megabases of DNA, would have remained undetected were it not for a comprehensive analysis using advanced molecular cytogenetic techniques. In particular, a genome-wide screen for copy number imbalance is required when the translocation appears balanced. While these additional studies can identify further candidate genes, more detailed molecular analysesinvolving techniques such as higher resolution breakpoint mapping and sequencing, mutational analysis, and gene expression and transcript analysis-are clearly required to help identify how, in each case, chromosome translocation alone or with further cryptic rearrangements can lead to the abnormal phenotype.
